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Thanks to the progression of technology today we are no longer stuck with an aerial on the roof and
a choice of five channels. Today we can choose from hundreds of channels, depending on our
choice of digital TV viewing. There are so many choices of aerials in London for residents to
consider and there is a range of the latest digital set top boxes to consider including ones that bring
high definition into your home.

The Freeview Solution Provides 50 Radio and TV Channels

Freeview is one of the more popular options for watching digital TV as residents in the London
region already an aerial on the roof. They may already have Freeview if it came built into the TV. If
not Freeview set top boxes are cheap enough to purchase and you can even have a professional
Freeview installation. Of course the analogue signal is now switched off in the London region so of
course you watch through the digital signal. Therefore your aerial has to be able to get a digital
signal. If you are finding you are having problems with your picture it might be that your aerial needs
updating. In some cases you may be abel to beneft from having a wide band aerial installed.

Satellite Alternatives

Satellite installation is an alternative to Freeview through the aerial on the your roof. If you wish to
have more channel choices but you donâ€™t want a monthly bill then you could consider the Freesat
aerials. This means that you would watch digital TV through a satellite dish and choice of set top
box. Generally as with Freeview, the choices of set top box for satellite TV include the basic, HD
and HD Plus. With Freesat you can get about 150 channels which include TV and radio stations,
some channels are also in high definition if you have the HD set top box and have a TV that is HD
ready.

European satellite may suit those residents who want to be able to chsose from a range of free to
watch channels from Europe along with having the choice of all the free to watch channels of the
UK. This means you get all the channels you would get with Freesat. You can also choose to pay a
subscription if you want to decrypt channels.

Sky Digital is a firm favourite in the subscription digital TV world as it provides virtually hundreds of
channels. Depending on the channel package to want. If you choose to have HD there is a channel
package that provides over 60 high definition channels which offer anything from the latest movies
to soaps, comedy and children's channels. Then of course for even choice residents are able to add
on the premium channel which includes Movies and Sports from Sky.

The list above is just a few of the most popular choices of aerials in London that residents choose to
watch digital TV now that we have entered into the digital signal age.
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Your Search for a tv aerial installation London ends when you reach a aerial London.
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